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Getting started
•

You can find the code here:

•

On the ITA system: /mn/stornext/u3/hansw/Teaching/
AST5220

•

Or on my UiO website: http://folk.uio.no/hansw/
AST5220.tar.gz

•

Again you are free to use any programming languages…
and feel free to change whatever you want in the
templates. It’s your code and you do it the way you think is
best!

Overview
•

Very simple task: implement a class / module
that solves the background.

•

Take in cosmological parameters, compute
derived parameters (e.g. OmegaR follows from
Tcmb, OmegaNu follows from OmegaR, H0
follows from ‘h’, …)

•

Provides us with functions to get the Hubble
function and derivatives H(x), dHdx(x), …, density
functions OmegaB(x), OmegaCDM(x) …

•

Solve the conformal time ODE and spline the
result

•

You can write it from scratch yourself or use the
template I have provided (C++ and F90).

How to make a Spline

Gives an error if you try to use it before its made.
Can show warning if you are out of bounds (turn this on!).

How to solve an ODE

Good coding practices
•

Use proper names for variables and
functions. If you have an array containing
the conformal time call it eta_arr or
conformal_time_arr etc. Don’t call things
a,b,c,d,e,f,g! Its unreadable!

•

Document the code with comments.
Especially if you do something special that
is not obvious from reading the code!
Related to the thing above - if you use
proper names then the code will be
readable without comments.

•

Turn on error-checks for splines so you get
a warning if it tries to evaluate the function
out of bounds.

Things not to do!
Don’t ever allocate memory using [new], its a really bad idea. Always use standard containers
like Vector = std::vector<double>. You will forget to free something and get memory leaks!
With raw pointers you don’t have bounds checks and you will access stuﬀ outside your array
and it will crash without you knowing why. You can find such errors with a sanitizer but its still
not a good idea. If you absolutely need to new a pointer use shared / unique pointers.

Other things
•

To run the code on your local computer you will need the GSL
library. See the README in the code template for how to install it.

•

There are some other utils in the Utils:: namespace. E.g. create a
linear spaced arrays using auto x_array = Utils::linspace(xmin,
xmax, n), compute exp,sin,cos,… on an array is simply auto a =
exp(x_array). Bessel functions etc.

•

You can download CAMB or CLASS if you want to compare your
final result to (or run it online https://lambda.gsfc.nasa.gov/
toolbox/tb_camb_form.cfm )

•

And if you want to learn more about the physics see “Wayne Hu's
Tutorials” http://background.uchicago.edu/~whu/

Useful literature
•

Read this paper: https://arxiv.org/pdf/
astro-ph/0606683.pdf It’s low level and
describes all the things you have to do

•

More advanced paper describing all
we are going to do: Ma & Bertschinger
“Cosmological Perturbation Theory in
the Synchronous and Conformal
Newtonian Gauges” https://arxiv.org/
pdf/astro-ph/9506072v1.pdf

•

If you don’t know C++ at all see
https://www.w3schools.com/cpp/
cpp_intro.asp for an introduction

